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Abstract

Recent work has demonstrated, on small datasets, the feasibility of jointly learning specialized speaker and phone embeddings, in a weakly supervised siamese DNN architecture using word and speaker identity as side information. Here, we scale up these architectures to the 360 hours of the Librispeech corpus by implementing a sampling method to efficiently select pairs of words from the dataset and improving the loss function. We also compare the standard siamese networks fed with same (AA) or different (AB) pairs, to a ‘triamese’ network fed with AAB triplets. We use ABX discrimination tasks to evaluate the discriminability and invariance properties of the obtained joined embeddings, and compare these results with mono-embeddings architectures. We find that the joined embeddings architectures succeed in effectively disentangling speaker from phoneme information, with around 10\% errors for the matching tasks and embeddings (speaker task on speaker embeddings, and phone task on phone embedding) and near chance for the mismatched task. Furthermore, the results carry over in out-of-domain datasets, even beating the best results obtained with similar weakly supervised techniques.

1. Introduction

A current problem in machine learning is to learn representations that are invariant with respect to a set of transformations \cite{1, 2}. This is especially relevant in speech, where the acoustic signal carries simultaneously linguistic, speaker-specific and channel information. It would therefore be of great interest to be able to untangle these representations, i.e., to derive representations that are selective to one dimension and invariant to the others.

Typically, selectivity is achieved through a supervised classification task. For instance, to learn speaker and channel invariant linguistic representations, one trains a phone classifier on a corpus that contains enough variation in all of these dimensions. Vice versa, to learn speaker representations, one trains a speaker classifier. Previous work has explored the possibility to use weak supervision to achieve invariant representation: \cite{3} used a siamese architecture \cite{4} where two otherwise identical copies of the same deep neural network (DNN) were presented with pairs of words that were either phonetically the same or different. The only information provided to the network was whether the words were the same or not, and a contrastive loss function on the output layer tried to maximize the similarity of the two representations when the words were the same and maximize the dissimilarity when they were different. The results showed that this technique reached the same level of invariance than supervised techniques.

Further work explored the possibility of disentangling phoneme and speaker information within the same network \cite{5}. Here, two output layers were defined, one dedicated to phone representations (phone embedding) while the other was dedicated to speaker representations (speaker embedding). The input pairs of words were either phonetically the same or different, and that were spoken either by the same speaker or different speakers. A contrastive loss function on each of the embeddings tried to emphasize one dimension while ignoring the other, and vice versa. The results ran on a small corpus were encouraging, as the dual training network performed comparably to two single training networks separately, thereby saving computation time for identical results. However, the representations were far from achieving complete phoneme / speaker disentanglement in either regimes.

Here, we expand on this previous work in three ways. First, we scale up the architecture to deal with a considerably larger dataset. Secondly, we improve on the loss function by adding a margin and investigating a triplet-based loss function as in \cite{6}. Finally we present out-of-domain experiments that show the selectivity and invariance properties on different languages.

2. Model

2.1. Weak supervision for sub-word units

We represent the speech signal using log compressed mel filterbanks frames (Mel Filterbanks Spectral Coefficients, MFSC) with a window size of 25ms and a shift of 10ms. The networks learn phonetic and/or speaker embeddings of sub-words units, provided an input defined as a stack of 7 or 15 of successive filterbank frames. Instead of forcing the network to encode the input into specific sub-word units (phonemes, di-phones, triphones, phonetic features), we use the weakly supervised technique of \cite{3} which only specifies whether the inputs are the same or different in terms of phonemes and speakers, and let the network figure out by itself what are the most appropriate sub-word units, provided they show the right level of invariance.

For training, we use annotation at the word level, and in terms of speaker identifiers. For pairs of identical words (same or different speakers), we first realign them at the frame level using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) \cite{7}. Sliding windows of stacked frames are then presented to the two entries of the siamese network. Dissimilar pairs are simply aligned along the diagonal.

2.2. Siamese network

The multi-output siamese architecture is trained using labeled pairs \((x, x', y^p h, y^p s, y^h p, y^s p)\) where \(x\) and \(x'\) are two input stacks
of frames, \( y^{phn} \in \{0, 1\} \) is 1 if \( x \) and \( x^0 \) are phonetically similar and \( y^{phk} \in \{0, 1\} \) is 1 if \( x \) and \( x^0 \) are said by the same speaker. Given \( x \), the network outputs a phonetic embedding \( e^{phn}(x) \in \mathbb{R}^d \) and a speaker embedding \( e^{spk}(x) \in \mathbb{R}^d \). The same architecture and parameters are used for \( e^{phn}(x) \) and \( e^{spk}(x) \), except for the last layer.

Siamese networks are trained using a loss function defined on pairs which, given any two embeddings \( e, e^0 \in \mathbb{R}^d \) and a label \( y \in \{0, 1\} \), enforces that \( e \) should be close to \( e^0 \) if \( y = 1 \), while the two embeddings should be far away if \( y = 0 \). The similarity between embeddings is measured by their cosine similarity.

\[
\cos(e, e^0) = \frac{e \cdot e^0}{\|e\| \|e^0\|}.
\]

The pairwise loss function we propose is

\[
\ell(y, e, e^0) = \begin{cases} 
\gamma (1 - \cos(e, e^0)) & \text{if } y = 1 \\
\max(0, \cos(e, e^0) - \gamma) & \text{if } y = 0
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \gamma \) is a margin hyperparameter. The loss of the multi-output network is then

\[
\ell(x, x^0, y^{phn}, y^{phk}) = \ell(e^{phn}(x), e^{phn}(x^0), y^{phn}) + \ell(e^{spk}(x), e^{spk}(x^0), y^{spk})
\]

We also experimented with single output networks, which learn only either \( e^{phn} \) or \( e^{spk} \).

### 2.3. Triamese network

The triamese network uses a triplet-based loss function [8, 9, 6]. The model has the same architecture as before, but now the data takes the form \((x_1, x_2, x_3)\) where \((x_1, x_2)\) are input stacks with similar phonetic content from two different speakers, and \((x_1, x_3)\) are stacks from two different words said by the same speaker.

A triplet loss enforces constraints on relative similarities between pairs. For phonetic embeddings \( e^{phn} \), the units from the same word but different speakers \((x_1, x_2)\) should be more similar than the units from different words but the same speaker \((x_1, x_3)\). The rule is inverted for speaker embeddings. Formally, the triplet loss is defined for any three embeddings \( e, e^0, e^0 \) as

\[
\tilde{\ell}(e, e^0, e^{0}) = \max \left( 0, (1 - \cos(e, e^0) + \cos(e, e^{0})) \right).
\]

In the final model, we may have different margin parameters \( \gamma^{phn} \) and \( \gamma^{spk} \) for phonetic and speaker embeddings respectively. The losses for each speaker are then

\[
\tilde{\ell}^{phn}(x_1, x_2, x_3) = \tilde{\ell}_{\gamma^{phn}}(e^{phn}(x_1), e^{phn}(x_2), e^{phn}(x_3))
\]

\[
\tilde{\ell}^{spk}(x_1, x_2, x_3) = \tilde{\ell}_{\gamma^{spk}}(e^{spk}(x_1), e^{spk}(x_2), e^{spk}(x_3))
\]

For the multi-output network, the final loss is \( \tilde{\ell}^{phn} + \tilde{\ell}^{spk} \).

A multi-output triamese is shown in Fig. 1.

### 3. Experiments

#### 3.1. Experimental Setup

The neural networks are trained on the 360 hours of read speech (920 speakers) constituting the train-clean-360 subset of the Librispeech dataset [10]. We obtained the speech fragments for each word of the dataset by force-aligning a state-of-the-art HMM-DNN [10] with transcription at the phone level, and then segmenting the speech at word boundaries.

After preliminary experiments, we focused on a deep neural network architecture with four hidden layers with 1000 units and a final embedding layer of size \( d = 100 \). A ReLU non-linearity [11] is applied at each layer (ReLUs exhibited similar performances). We used Adadelta [12] with interpolation parameter 0.9 and epsilon \( 10^{-6} \) to train the siamese architecture, whereas plain stochastic gradient descent (SGD) seemed to perform slightly better for the triamese model. The learning rate for SGD starts at 0.01 and is halved when the error on the development set stops to decrease (with a minimum of \( 10^{-6} \)). The margin parameters \( (\gamma^{phn}, \gamma^{spk}) \), the weight decay, and the number of frames in an input stack were respectively chosen among \( \{0.15, 0.5, 0.85\} \), \( \{0, 0.001\} \) and \( \{7, 15\} \). The dev-clean split of the dataset is used for early stopping and hyperparameter selection.

#### 3.2. Evaluation metrics and datasets

We evaluate the selectivity and invariance properties of the embeddings learned by the system with ABX discrimination tasks [13, 14].

An ABX task is performed on three utterances \( A, B \) and \( X \), with \( A \) and \( B \) belonging to different classes and \( X \) matching the category of either \( A \) or \( B \). Let us assume for the sake of example that \( X \) matches the class of \( A \). If \( D(A, X) > D(B, X) \), with \( D \) some distance function, then the error is 1 (failure), else it is 0 (success). By averaging the error over all relevant \( A, B \) and \( X \) that can be found in the data, we can evaluate the discriminability of the class on which \( A \) and \( B \) differ, from 0% to 50% (chance level) in the representation space where the tasks are performed.

In our experiments, \( A, B \) and \( X \) are triphones that may only differ by their central phoneme. When evaluating phonetic discriminability, \( A \) and \( B \) share the same speaker while their central phoneme is different, and \( X \) matches \( A \) on its phonetic content but is pronounced by a different speaker. Hence, this phonetic discriminability task is performed across speakers,
3.3 Results

We present the ABX error rate of phone and/or speaker embeddings, each one on both phone across speaker and speaker across phone task. For the phone embedding, lower ABX error rates are better on the phone across speaker task (high selectivity), but a score close to 50% is better for the speaker across phone task because it means high invariance. Conversely, better speaker embeddings have lower speaker across phone error rate. For each size of input stack (7 or 15), the chosen hyperparameters for the siamese networks are $\gamma = 0.5$ and a weight decay of 0 and for the triamese we use $\gamma = 0.85$, $\gamma_{spk} = 0.5$ and a weight decay of 0.001.

3.3.1 In-domain results

The results on the test set of Librispeech are presented in Table 2. As a baseline, we also present the results of stacks of 7 MFSC frames (input features), which was shown to give good results on TIMIT [3]. The main results are clear. For all networks, the phone and speaker tasks show high selectivity on their matched embeddings with an error rate around 10% (best score, respectively of 9.7% and 8.7%). At the same time, the scores on the mismatched embeddings (phonetic embedding for a speaker task and speaker embedding for a phonetic task) are within 5% of the chance level. This means that the embeddings have learned not only to be selective for the relevant dimension, but also to ignore the irrelevant one. This contrasts with the MFSC7 input representations that encode both dimensions. Moreover, even though comparisons are limited because the datasets are different, we achieve here a level of disentanglement that was not obtained in [5], in which phonetic embeddings had phonetic discriminability close to the raw MFSC (30.4% and 34.1% error respectively), and were less speaker-invariant than MFSC (30.8% and 38% error respectively).

In addition, we can see that the double embedding architectures do roughly as well as the single ones, even though the former have to share most of the network’s weights for the two competing tasks. The speaker embedding (tested on the speaker task) seems to consistently benefit from the double training regime compared to a network trained only on a single task, these gains ranging from 0.6% to 14.5% (absolute). The phone tasks, in contrast, are less consistently affected, some architectures showing a small gain and most others a small cost.

3.3.2 Out-of-domain results

The results on TIMIT and Xitsonga are shown in Table 3. For reference, we show the same MFSC baselines, a supervised phone classifier (DNN from [3]) on TIMIT, and the previous best weakly-supervised trained (in-domain) siamese neural networks on these datasets (using scattering features [17]). These results are remarkable for several reasons: First, models trained on Librispeech generalize properly to TIMIT (no dataset overfit), both for tasks on phones and on speakers, i.e. they keep very good level of selectivity and invariance compared to the training dataset, even though they are tested on 462 speakers (for the in-domain evaluation). Second, models trained on English (Librispeech) generalize to Xitsonga, a language typologically unrelated to English, containing a large array of consonants (54) including some click consonants and a contrast between breathy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>task</th>
<th>phone embed.</th>
<th>speaker embed.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFSC7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sia7</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sia15</td>
<td>double</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri7</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri15</td>
<td>double</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: ABX error rates on Librispeech. The evaluation tasks are either ABX on phones across speakers (phn) or ABX on speakers across phones (spk). MFSC7 is a no training baseline where 7 stacked filterbanks are used as both phone and speaker embeddings. “Sia” is for siamese, “Tri” for triamese networks, followed by the number of frames in an input stack. “single” means that the phonetic and speaker embeddings were trained separately in single output networks, whereas “double” refers to a multi-training multi-output network.

Table 1: Examples of A, B and X for both phonetic and speaker discriminability tasks. "spk" stands for speaker number i.
and modal voiced consonants which is totally absent in English. Third, these out-of-domain models happen to beat the previous in-domain state of the art (trained with the same general architecture). On TIMIT the single output triameric network trained on pairs of words has a phone across speaker ABX (9.2%) which is equivalent to the in-domain supervised phone classifier DNN.

4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that a siamese or triameric architecture, together with a weak supervision using only same-different information regarding word and speaker identity can learn embeddings that are very selective in one dimension and invariant in the other: indeed, our best embeddings showed around a 10% disentangling networks could generalize their performance in out-of-domain datasets (a different English dataset, and a different, under-resourced, language), even beating the state of the art in these languages.

In detail, the double-output networks differed somewhat from the single-output ones. In particular, whereas the speaker task benefited consistently from the joint training, this was not the case for the phone task. This asymmetry may be related to the observed finding that speaker ID systems based on i-vectors puts as opposed to raw MFCC [19, 20]. Reciprocally, the benefit of speaker normalization in state of the art DNN-based ASR has been more elusive. Further work is necessary to understand this asymmetry and to further improve representation disentanglement.
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